Dean Hall Ping Pong Table
Sponsor: Shannon Pan and Quinton Smith, Class Representative
Co-Sponsor: Jessica Mitchell, Public Relations Chair

Understanding that many Austin College students enjoy spending time in the Dean Residence Hall basement and playing ping pong with friends as a way to relax,

Noting with regret that while there is currently a ping pong table in Dean Residence Hall, it is very old and students have a hard time getting good use out of it – it mostly goes unused does not adequately serve its function any longer,

Convinced that the current table is no longer satisfactory for the students on campus who wish to play ping pong in Dean Residence Hall,

Having seen a survey of the general opinions of the affected students regarding this resolution, which demonstrates that 55 out of 69 students (80%) who responded state that the current ping pong table does not satisfy their ping pong playing needs, while 66 out of 69 students (96%) who responded would support the addition of a new ping pong table in Dean Hall,

Be it Resolved that the Student Assembly will purchase one STIGA Legacy table tennis table and one STIGA Legacy table tennis set (paddles and ping pong balls) for a total of up to $369.38,
*Note:  
http://www.amazon.com/STIGA-Legacy-Table-Tennis/dp/B004239XUY/ref=sr_1_5?ie=UTF8&qid=1457028778&sr=8-5&keywords=stiga+ping+pong+table
http://www.amazon.com/STIGA-Classic-Table-Tennis-Set/dp/B003JJW5N4/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1457028959&sr=8-2&keywords=ping+pong+paddles

*Note:  
Installation will be done by Physical Plant free of charge.